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	Market Leader is an extensive new Business English course

	designed to bring the real world of international business into

	the language teaching classroom. It has been developed in

	association with the Financial Times, one of the world's leading

	sources of professional information, to ensure the maximum

	range and authenticity of business content.





	The course is intended for use either by students preparing

	for a career in business or by those already working who want

	to improve their English communication skills.





	Market Leader combines some of the most stimulating

	recent ideas from the world of business with a strongly task-

	based approach. Role-plays and case studies are regular

	features of each unit. Throughout the course, students are

	encouraged to use their own experience and opinions in order

	to maximise involvement and learning.





	An essential requirement of Business English materials is

	that they cater for the wide range of needs which students

	have, including different areas of interest and specialisation,

	different skills needs and varying amounts of time available to

	study. Market Leader offers teachers and course planners a

	unique range of flexible materials to help meet these needs.





	This book makes suggestions on how to use the unit material

	extensively or intensively and indicates how the material in the

	Practice File integrates with the Course Book. This book

	contains extensive extra photocopiable material in the Text

	bank and the Resource bank.
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Queueing Networks and Markov Chains: Modeling and Performance Evaluation with Computer Science ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Critically acclaimed text for computer performance analysis—now in its second edition
    

    The Second Edition of this now-classic text provides a current and thorough treatment of queueing systems, queueing networks, continuous and discrete-time Markov chains, and simulation. Thoroughly updated with...


		

The Art of the Data Center: A Look Inside the World's Most Innovative and Compelling Computing EnvironmentsPrentice Hall, 2012

	Today, data centers are the beating hearts of the companies they serve. Data centers process billions of Internet transactions every day. It's therefore critical for companies and IT organizations to understand the state-of-the-art in data center design. Narrow aspects - such as cooling, wiring, or power usage - are often the subject of...


		

Handbook of Cancer Vaccines (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2004

	An authoritative survey of the scientific background for therapeutic cancer vaccines, the challenges to their development, and their current uses in treating cancer. The authors examine the basic issues that effect all vaccines (such as immune adjuvants and prime-boost strategies), describe the methods for antigen discovery, and review the...





	

PHP Web 2.0 Mashup ProjectsPackt Publishing, 2007
This practical tutorial has detailed, carefully explained case studies using PHP to build new, effective mashup applications, which combine data from multiple external online sources into an integrated Web 2.0 experience. If you are confident with PHP programming and interested in mashing things up, this book is for you! All you need to know about...

		

Hadoop OperationsO'Reilly, 2012

	Over the past few years, there has been a fundamental shift in data storage, management, and processing. Companies are storing more data from more sources in more formats than ever before. This isn’t just about being a “data packrat” but rather building products, features, and intelligence predicated on knowing more about...


		

Robust Statistics: Theory and Methods (Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Classical statistical techniques fail to cope well with deviations from a standard distribution. Robust statistical methods take into account these deviations while estimating the parameters of parametric models, thus increasing the accuracy of the inference. Research into robust methods is flourishing, with new methods being developed and...
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